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a guide 
to everything 
fabulous in dunedin 
Like its sound, the Dunedin look has a distinct style. 
An aesthetic moulded by our neo-Gothic architecture, 
harbour and hills and scuddy skies. We are a city that has 
long attracted writers, artists, musicians, and designers. 
Creativity and non-conformity are part of our urban life 
force, nurtured and incubated by our city’s student soul.

Come along to the Fashion FWD >> exhibition, hear an 
internationally-acclaimed fashion designer speak, and 
use this book to find the coolest bars, the best cafés, 
and the finest cuisine Dunedin has to offer while you are 
here. This is the inside guide to boutique shopping, the 
events we want to go to, and the people we love.

Join us in a wild shout to the world dressed in fabulousness. 

https://www.facebook.com/wanderandsons/
https://otagomuseum.nz/whats-on/fashion-fwd


27 MARCH >> 
17 OCTOBER

OTAGOMUSEUM.NZ

https://otagomuseum.nz/whats-on/fashion-fwd


From icons in New Zealand fashion to new global players in 
cool, from the internationally known iD Fashion Awards to 
the vast textile collection of Otago Museum, Dunedin is 
rolling out the black carpet.

Fashion FWD >> Disruption through Design is a celebration 
of fabulous frocks, beautiful couture and the voices of 
fashion disruptors.

The exhibition has been designed in-house, with a swathe 
of local and international collaborators. From iD Emerging 
Designer finalists from the last 16 years and garments from 
around the world, to our city’s top designers, the Godmothers 
of Dunedin fashion – Margarita Robertson of NOM*d, Tanya 
Carlson of CARLSON, Sara Munro of Company of Strangers, 
Donna Tulloch of Mild Red, Charmaine Reveley – and including 
pieces from Otago Museum’s vast textile collection, this 
fashion is brazen, chic, and defiant.

Fashion FWD’s >> sole corporate sponsors are the generous 
McMillan&Co. Lawyers, and it is supported by Otago 
Polytechnic, as well as fashionistas from across the region. 
Join us in celebration of disruption, fashion and the fabulous. 

DETAIL, ROXANNA ZAMANI

https://otagomuseum.nz/whats-on/fashion-fwd


THE GODMOTHERS OF FASHION 
2pm, Saturday 27 March // Otago Museum
Margarita Robertson, Sara Munro, Tanya Carlson, 
Donna Tulloch and Charmaine Reveley are guests on a 
panel talk hosted by one of New Zealand’s foremost dress 
and textile experts, Jane Malthus. Come and hear from 
Dunedin’s top designers in one incredible discussion. 

FASHION FRIDAY >> INSIDER’S TALK WITH 
MARGARITA ROBERTSON OF NOM*d 
5.30pm, Friday 23 April // Otago Museum
Join Dunedin’s queen of cool in what promises to be a 
fascinating discussion from one of the women who created 
‘the New Zealand look’, hosted by Dr Natalie Smith, 
New Zealand fashion scholar. 

FASHION FRIDAY >> FILM
THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA
7.15pm, Friday 23 April // Otago Museum

FASHION FRIDAY >> INSIDER’S TALK WITH 
SARA MUNRO OF COMPANY OF STRANGERS 
5.30pm, Friday 7 May // Otago Museum 
Sara has seduced a cult following with her edgy yet 
romantic line of clothing and jewellery. Come and hear 
her talk about her unique style.

FASHION FRIDAY >> FILM 
DIOR AND I
7pm, Friday 7 May // Otago Museum

FASHION FWD EVENTS >>
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FASHION FRIDAY >> INSIDER’S TALK WITH 
TANYA CARLSON OF CARLSON
5.30pm, Friday 18 June // Otago Museum
Tanya has dressed celebrities, athletes, and broadcasters 
with her eponymous label and is joined by writer Amie 
Richardson, in a conversation about fashion and style.

FASHION FRIDAY >> FILM 
THE TRUE COST
7pm, Friday 18 June // Otago Museum

ID EMERGING DESIGNER AWARDS 
Saturday 19 June // Otago Museum
Runway show and international premier of the 
iD International Emerging Designer Awards finalists.
For further information visit idfashion.co.nz.

FASHION FRIDAY >> INSIDER’S TALK WITH 
DONNA TULLOCH OF MILD RED
5.30pm, Friday 23 July // Otago Museum 
Sculpting and draping is Mild Red’s signature, and fabric 
informs everything that this label, loved by Dunedin, does. If 
you love fabric and textiles, come and hear a virtuoso speak. 

FASHION FRIDAY >> FILM 
MCQUEEN 
7pm, Friday 23 July // Otago Museum

FASHION FRIDAY >> INSIDER’S TALK WITH 
CHARMAINE REVELEY
5.30pm, Friday 27 August // Otago Museum
Ultra-feminine, luxurious, and sensual, Charmaine’s designs 
delight the senses. In this talk she will discuss her brand 
and how her style has evolved.
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FASHION FRIDAY >> FILM 
YELLOW IS FORBIDDEN
7pm, Friday 27 August // Otago Museum

FASHION FRIDAY >> INSIDER’S TALK WITH 
OTAGO MUSEUM CURATORS 
5.30pm, Friday 24 September // Otago Museum
Join the women who helped to create Fashion FWD >>, 
Moira White, Curator, Humanities, and Jane Malthus, 
Honorary Curator and one of the nation’s leading experts 
in dress and textiles. 

FASHION FRIDAY >> FILM  
PRISCILLA, QUEEN OF THE DESERT
7pm, Friday 24 September // Otago Museum

FASHION FRIDAY >> INSIDER’S TALK 
HOSTED BY MARGO BARTON, CREATOR OF ID 
INTERNATIONAL EMERGING DESIGNER AWARDS 
5.30pm, Friday 1 October // Otago Museum
Join selected iD Emerging Design Awards finalists 
in this discussion hosted by Dunedin fashion royalty, 
Margo Barton. Hear from designers how the awards 
helped to shape their careers and influence their design. 

FASHION FRIDAY >> AFTER DARK 
>> BLACK OUT
7pm, Friday 15 October // Otago Museum
Only held three times a year, the Museum comes alive with 
entertainers, tattooists, DJs, fortune tellers, live interactions 
and more. This time we are celebrating fashion and style. 
It’s Dunedin, so dress in black and be fabulous. 
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who is your fashion icon? 
Rei Kawakubo of Comme des Garçons. It’s because I have 
watched her progression from the 80s, when I first went to 
Japan. It is not just her design, but also her business acumen. 
Her collection, and look, is ageless. Even though she is in her 
seventies, she dresses as though she could be in her twenties. 

what item of clothing could you not live without?
A t-shirt, because in this world, a good t-shirt can take 
you anywhere. It can be as casual or as dressed up as you 
want it to be. 

if you could dress one person, who would it be?
Tilda Swinton, because it is not just her clothes, it is her 
personality. Her uniqueness shines through whatever she is 
wearing. And she can wear anything! 

of the fashion FWD >> exhibition categories, 
which resonates with you and your brand?
Reinterpretation. Because we often reinterpret ideas from 
the past. From uniforms to traditional garments, knitwear, 
and men’s suits. We reinterpret them in new ways to make 
something anew.  

margarita  
robertson,  

  NOM*d

nomdstore.com
@nom_d
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the swan
With retro-esque fittings, a 

sun-drenched courtyard, 
and live music at weekends, 

The Swan is nestled in the 
centre city down Dunedin’s 

legendary Bath Street. 
Delicious food that is 

locally sourced, craft beer, 
and coffee that is Dunedin 

roasted and ground; not to 
mention a great brunch. 

23 bath street
@the_swan_cafe_bar

kiki beware
Snug in its heritage building 
and surrounded by some of 

Dunedin’s finest boutique 
shopping, this is a kooky, 

quirky, and modern boutique 
café that’s quickly become 
one of Dunedin’s favourite 

haunts. Enjoy the renowned 
food or peruse the dedicated 

and diverse drinks menu.

344 george street
@kiki.beware

CAFÉS

https://www.theswan.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/kikibewarerefreshmentrooom/
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heritage 
coffee
Another gorgeous heritage 
building renovation houses 
this stylish café serving 
locally roasted espresso and 
vibrant café fare that caters 
to most dietary needs. 
Choose from alfresco 
seating inside, outside, 
or cosy intimate booths.

cnr vogel and jetty street
@heritage_coffee_dunedin

buster greens
This fabulous eatery is 
making a splash for its 
delicious, superfood-
inspired menu and 
cool décor. Constantly 
humming with people, 
Buster Greens serves up 
some refreshing new 
takes on old classics.

466 george street
@bustergreensfoodroom

CAFÉS

https://www.heritagecoffee.co.nz/
https://www.bustergreens.co.nz/
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rhubarb
Whether you want a 

superb cup of coffee, 
a home-style cooked 

breakfast, mouth-
watering lunch, divine 

treats, or the perfect 
wine, you need go no 
further than the top of 

the hill. It’s a little 
bit different.

297 highgate, roslyn
@rhubarbnz

kind company
Stunning plant-based 

food and botanical 
cocktails – what a combo. 

The bright, airy space 
perfectly complements 

a menu of delicious and 
indulgent vegan and 

vegetarian dishes that are 
all real crowd-pleasers.

333 george street
@kindcompanynz

CAFÉS

http://www.rhubarbnz.com/index.html
https://shop.kindgrocer.nz/


who is your fashion icon? 
Charles James, who I have unwaveringly admired since I was 
a young student. While his work is sculptural, it has an almost 
engineering precision to it, there’s a sense of freedom in the 
way the cloth falls. To achieve that kind of balance is incredible. 

what item of clothing could you not live without?
My wetsuit. I began surfing 15 years ago and it’s an essential 
part of my wardrobe, especially when I’m surfing in the south. 
The wetsuit absolutely adheres to great design principles 
of form following function. In many ways, the wetsuit hasn’t 
changed much over the years – like a classic garment – except 
for enhancements, such as fabric technology or zipless designs. 

if you could dress one person, who would it be?
I would love to go back to the 50s and dress my grandmother, 
who I never had the chance to meet.  

of the fashion FWD >> exhibition categories,
which resonates with you and your brand?
Sculptural. It’s always been a personal challenge when draping 
a garment to use as much of the fabric without cutting it. 
My approach is to use traditional tailoring techniques – such 
as darting, pleats and tucks – to create form and volume.  

tanya
carlson,  
     CARLSON

tanyacarlson-shop.co.nz
@carlsonstore
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no. 7 balmac
One of the city’s favourite 
dining spaces, this stylish 

spot uses local ingredients 
from Otago suppliers 

and the best, seasonal
fresh produce. A beautiful 

outdoor area, and renowned 
for their baking and 

exceptional drinks list, 
this is a Dunedin foodie’s 

go to, it is legendary.

7 balmacewen road
@no7balmac

good good
You can’t go wrong with 
a decent burger and the 

team at Good Good are the 
masters. Another awesome 
addition to the Warehouse 
Precinct, this funky eatery 

channels the food truck 
vibe into an indoor space 

where a retro caravan/
burger servery takes pride 

of place. Great casual 
food in an amazing space.

22 vogel street
@goodgoodnz
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RESTAURANTS

tītī
Hugely popular offering 
from one of Dunedin’s 
most influential hospitality 
couples, tītī is found within 
the stylish Hotel St Clair. 
Expect a dazzling ‘trust the 
chef’ menu with plenty of 
seasonal influences and 
sometimes surprising flavour 
combinations, with sea 
views to top it all off. 

24 the esplanade
@titi_st.clair

vault 21
Serving up inspired, shared 
plates in the heart of 
Dunedin, the Vault 21 team 
believe the best way to enjoy 
their food is to share amongst 
your table. The only Dunedin 
restaurant boasting locusts as 
a menu item and winners of 
the Best Venison Dish at the 
Silver Fern Farms 2017 Master 
of Fine Cuisine awards.

21 the octagon
@vault21
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moiety
A revelation in taste, Moiety 

is an exciting addition to 
Dunedin’s Warehouse Precinct. 

The ever-changing menu 
enlists surprising ingredients 

and features enticing snack 
options or a more decadent 

five-course degustation-style 
option. An undercurrent of 

Japanese flavours, and locally-
sourced, seasonal ingredients.

42 queens gardens
@moietydunedin

emerson’s 
taproom 

restaurant
It’s all about stylish sociability 

here, with a full sharing 
plates menu, and options for 

everyone. The open, semi-
industrial décor offers an 

alfresco option, so passers-
by can see you enjoying 

the famous Emerson’s beers 
and delicious fare. This is a 

Dunedin institution and a 
craft beer lover’s dream.

70 anzac avenue
@emersonsbrewery15

RESTAURANTS

https://www.moiety.restaurant/
https://emersons.co.nz/


RESTAURANTS

the esplanade
A piece of Italy perched on 
the beachfront in St Clair. 
The restaurant serves 
Med-style breakfasts, 
wood-fired pizza, 
exceptional antipasto, pasta 
and small plates, with a 
full-service bar. Come enjoy 
the casual, authentic Italian 
food and wander down the 
beachfront afterwards.

2 esplanade
@esplanade_dunedin

bacchus
Fine dining in Dunedin 
doesn’t get any more 
centrally located than at 
this upstairs restaurant and 
wine bar in the Octagon. 
With extensive wine and 
whisky menus, Bacchus is 
an old Dunedin favourite. 

12 the octagon, first floor
@bacchuswinebardunedin
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who is your fashion icon? 
Coco Chanel; smart, feminist, a game changer. She used 
her disadvantages to her advantage and wasn’t afraid to
have her own direction in style completely. 

what item of clothing could you not live without?
Sneakers! Comfort and style all in one. My latest love affair is 
my Chloé high-tops (worth more than my car, haha!). I spend 
more time on my feet than driving, so it is an investment.

if you could dress one person, who would it be?
Florence Welch, from Florence and the Machine. I love her 
realness, her free spirit, her sexy and feminine style, and that 
her look is her own.

of the fashion FWD >> exhibition categories,
which resonates with you and your brand?
Transformation and Gender. Essentially from the outside my 
brand is very feminine, but it’s not exclusively how I see it 
being worn by people. It’s not how I wear it or dress. I love 
the idea that people who buy Charmaine Reveley can wear it 
and feel amazing yet have the confidence to experiment with 
the pieces and find their own way of expressing their own 
individualism, without the constraint of gender ideals.

charmaine  
reveley

charmainereveley.co.nz
@charmainereveley
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BARS

woof!
Some would say Woof! is the 
hottest spot in Dunedin’s social 
scene, but there are more 
important things to consider, 
such as their expertise in 
designing colourful and exotic 
cocktails. Try out their monthly 
creation of liquid relaxation, 
with a dish of the chef’s 
delights on the side.

cnr moray place and 
lower stuart st 
@woof_dunedin

carousel lounge 
and rooftop bar
Head for the sophisticated 
vibe of comfort exuded 
by this popular spot. 
Cocktails are a specialty 
with a rooftop deck for 
dancing later in the 
evening, in a place that 
is always open till late. 
Come and view the stars and 
the people while enjoying 
the mixology and tunes.

141 stuart street
@carousel_bar_nz
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BARS

pequeño 
lounge bar

A cosy European-style bar 
found down an alleyway, 
in what feels like a secret 

entrance, Pequeño is 
home to cool. It’s made for 

lounging around, enjoying the 
underground atmosphere and 

stylish interior. There is smooth 
music, an incredible wine list 

and cocktails you will love.

50 princes street
@pequenoloungebar

new new new
corporation

Love your beers fresh from 
the brewery? Head down to 

New New New’s tap room 
to taste their latest flavour 

sensations. With a penchant 
for boundary breaking and 

edgy design in beer making, 
you will love this space, 

complete with beer garden 
and restaurant, that is hip 

and supremely fun. 

218 crawford st
@newnewnewnz
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BARS

zanzibar
Zanzibar boasts the finest 
selection of 120 gins from 
around the world, with a 
premium range of tonics to 
pair. Rotating craft beers, New 
Zealand wines, and delicious 
bar food, this comfortable 
city ambiance meets vibrant, 
worldly energy. Zanzibar is the 
bar you’ll want to make your 
home away from home. 

311 george street
@zanzibardunedin

mr fox lounge 
and tapas bar 
Mr Fox is a subterranean 
den of cool, cocktails and 
tapas, tucked away below 
street level with a hidden 
courtyard space amongst the 
heritage buildings. Serving up 
signature ‘foxtails’ such as the 
Basil Brush Bramble, along 
with delicious titbits from the 
Bacchus kitchen upstairs, this 
is Dunedin’s newest offering 
and we are all talking about it.

12 the octagon
@mrfoxbardunedin 20
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who is your fashion icon? 
Definitely Patti Smith. She is an icon, she has stayed true to 
herself. She is very androgynous, and usually wears a white 
shirt, a well-worn men’s blazer and a pair of pants or jeans... 
Only they are so well chosen, usually Yohji or Ann 
Demeulemeester. She has truly worn them to tatters over 
time, she hasn’t bought already distressed. She loves her 
things, and I love that. 

what item of clothing could you not live without?
My vintage Guns N’ Roses t-shirt I bought 20 years ago 
already pre-worn. I was pregnant with my daughter in it, 
now she steals it. I’m terrified she’s going to lose it. 
It’s perfectly worn, perfectly ugly, and perfectly oversized. 

if you could dress one person, who would it be?
Alison Mosshart from The Kills – I love her. She wore our 
jewellery years ago, and since then I have been obsessed 
with her. 

of the fashion FWD >> exhibition categories,
which resonates with you and your brand?
Reinterpretation – nothing is original, everything is reinterpreted.

sara
munro,  
   company of    
        strangers
companyofstrangers.co.nz
@companyofstrangers
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BEAUTY

aart on st andrew 
hairdressers
For the latest in runway-inspired hair and styles, 
visit the award-winning team at Aart on St Andrew.

This is the team behind numerous fashion shows, editorials, 
and look books for Dunedin’s exclusive designers. Aart on 
St Andrew is where to go if you want to come out looking 
chic. Aart’s stylists travel around New Zealand and the 
world to upskill and train in the hottest new season’s trends, 
and they recruit global talent to bring you the very best 
cutters and colourists available.

Aart is focused on sustainability and uses carbon zero 
products. They pride themselves on being better for 
your hair, your health, and our world.

75 st andrew street
@ aartonstandrew
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BEAUTY

kim 
tuliau-moeroa 

Kim was the Bobbi Brown New 
Zealand Makeup Artist of the 

Year for 2019 & 2020 and is 
a Pro Artist for Bobbi Brown. 
Specialising in fresh, timeless 

looks. Whether you’re wanting 
a customised lesson, or a full 
makeover, head to the Bobbi 

Brown counter in Dunedin and 
come out looking amazing.

farmers, 150 george st 
@bbpro_kimtuliau.m

erban spa
Erban Spa is an eastern-

themed oasis of calm, 
specialising in making your 
massage, facial, or beauty 

treatment one to remember. 
Take yourself somewhere 

quiet, luxurious and local to 
unwind and relax. Couples 

treatment room for dual 
bookings, and a wide range of 

divine treatments available.  

50 city road
@erbanspanz

Credit: @acorncreativenz

https://www.facebook.com/kimtuliaumakeup/
https://www.erban.co.nz/


who is your fashion icon? 
Yohji Yamamoto, Issey Miyake. Mostly Japanese designers, due 
to their finishing and beautiful execution, they are so precise.

what item of clothing could you not live without?
I would always make something work. If I don’t have it, the 
beauty in replacing it with something else is where I am at. 
For me, it would give me another reason to do something new. 

if you could dress one person, who would it be?
I don’t have a person/celebrity in mind that I would love 
to dress. I have never really thought like that. I would love 
to dress anyone really, anyone who can appreciate design. 
Making people feel good is what it’s all about.

of the fashion FWD >> exhibition categories,
which resonates with you and your brand?
For me it is sculptural. Working with one palette, darting and 
tucking to create a silhouette using light and shade is what I 
love doing. I am a monochromatic designer; using shades of 
a colour: matte black, shiny black, blue-blacks, brown-blacks 
and I do that with whatever colour I’m working with. I sculpt 
designs using leftover fabrics mixed with new, with a focus 
on how can you make that work for the next season.

donna  
tulloch,  
       mild red

mild-red.com
@mild_red_nz
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ACCOMMODATION

distinction hotel 
The Distinction Hotels Group 

has transformed the 1937 
former Chief Post Office in 

Dunedin into an elegant 
4½ star hotel, located in 

the rejuvenated and vibrant 
Warehouse Precinct. 

Ranked in the top 3 of all 
New Zealand hotels on 

TripAdvisor, there is also a 
restaurant, bar, private dining 

rooms, and on-site gym.

6 liverpool street
@distinction_dunedin

fable 
dunedin 

As Dunedin’s only 5-star 
hotel, Fable Dunedin 

features 50 plush rooms, 
two incredible suites, 

bespoke dining experiences 
and impressive event 

spaces, all with world-class 
guest service and attention 
to detail to make every stay 

truly memorable.

310 princes street 
@fablehotelsandresorts
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ACCOMMODATION

camp estate
A new country house with 
glamorous interiors set in 
a dramatic landscape. 
On Otago Peninsula, 500 
metres from Larnach Castle, 
the five guest rooms all 
have welcoming gas fires 
and complimentary laptops. 
Breakfast and entry to 
Larnach Castle is included 
in the room rate.

larnach castle 
100 camp road
@larnachcastle
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ebb-dunedin
Located in the heart of 
Dunedin, Ebb is a modern 
boutique hotel that provides 
relaxed luxury. Inspired 
by the land, sea and sky 
that surround us, our 
contemporary neighbourhood 
hotel serves friends, locals 
and guests a slice of our 
unique way of life. 

82 filleul street
@ebbdunedin

https://www.campestate.co.nz/
https://ebb-dunedin.co.nz/


barbara brinsley
Barbara is undoubtebly Dunedin’s fashion queen. 
Owner of one of the country’s most covetous 
wardrobes, Barbara is one of the faces of Fashion 
FWD >>. A lover of design in all its forms, from 
art to fashion, to interior design and gardening. 
Barbara is who women want to be when they grow 
up. Fun, charming, and acerbic, Barbara’s home 
and wardrobe spill over with creativity and beauty. 

FASHION QUEEN

what is your style advice to women?
Always dress for climate and occasion. When travelling 

I always pack clothes that are flexible and adaptable,
 that you can dress up for winter temperatures and 
down during summer. Growing up on a farm meant 

dressing for the occasion was always important. 

where is your favourite spot for dunedin shopping?
Recycle shops and all of them. I can’t name a favourite 

because we have so many amazing ones in Dunedin and 
I look at everything in them as long as they’re good quality. 

I found some beautiful Harrods cards the other day and 
some German camo pants that I sent to my grandson. 
It’s all about quality, it doesn’t matter if it’s new or old. 

where do you like to go when you are looking fabulous? 
I stay at home and look fabulous. What a stupid question! 
Even when I’m in the garden I have a full face of makeup 

and always look tidy. I feel good and look good every time 
I step out my front door. I put my lipstick on in the morning. 

I smile in the mirror and I smile because I’m alive. I don’t 
dress up for anyone else’s enjoyment. I dress up for myself. 
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Credit: Nicola Wilhelmsen
@nicolafromthehelm

https://otagomuseum.nz/whats-on/fashion-fwd
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FASHION

plume
A uniquely curated blend 

of sustainable, New Zealand 
made and international 

clothing labels since 1978. 
Owner, Margarita Robertson’s 

impeccable edit of high-profile 
designers sits alongside their 
own internationally acclaimed 

brand, NOM*d. For upscale, 
truly interesting clothing, 

PLUME has the edge.

310 george street
@plumedunedin

company store
Visit the Company of 

Strangers flagship store of 
this effortlessly cool and 

exciting Dunedin-based label. 
High fashion clothing, 

jewellery and leather goods 
as well as stocking a curated 

selection of sought-after 
New Zealand designers and 

international brands alike. 
Inspired by the creative, made 

for the creative, and proudly 
made in New Zealand.

 
320 george street 

@companystore29

https://www.nomdstore.com/nz/plume-store.html
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mild red
Showcasing Mild Red 
collections and exclusive 
designs within a space where 
the traditional boundary 
between designer and 
customer has been removed.  
With premium-quality material 
combinations, sculptural 
yet timeless styles that are 
designed to last and combine 
with past and future collections.

1 york place
@mild_red_nz

charmaine 
reveley 
Charmaine Reveley bridges 
the line between classic, 
feminine beauty and 
contemporary fashion to give 
entirely wearable, effortless 
pieces. Custom-made prints 
are always a strong element, 
and flattering cuts and a fresh 
sense of individual artistic 
sensibility make the Charmaine 
Reveley woman stand out. 

263a george street 
@charmainereveleystore

FASHION
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alyx lunn
Alyx is obsessed with fashion. She features on 
Dunedin’s top breakfast radio show, The Hits, with 
her segment Fashion Fix, and has an Instagram, 
The Work Wardrobe Chronicles, where she 
celebrates all things style and the mana wāhine in 
our community. Alyx is Pasifika and proud, and she 
uses her platform to show that style isn’t just what 
you see in a magazine, all women, of all shapes 
and shades, can be fierce and fashionable.

FASHION QUEEN

what is your style advice to women?
Style to me is a very personal thing. As we know 

confidence comes from things other than clothes, but 
if your outfit fits well and makes you feel comfortable 

all round, then that’s an awesome place to start.

where is your favourite spot for dunedin shopping?
Chapman is my go-to for anything NZ designer high end. 

Shop on Carroll and the Hospice Op-Shop on Vogel, 
are two of my regular haunts. I am a religious thrifter!

where do you like to go when you are looking fabulous?
You can generally find me mincing about at Woof!

for a cheeky Aperol. I adore Josh, Dudley and 
their team – such a breath of fresh air!

I also like to take myself to the DPAG, just to wander 
amongst the Hoteres, McCanns and Walters. I got married 

there in 2020, and have an absolute affinity to the space. 
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Credit: Erin Isaacs
@acorncreativenz | @papergardennz
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FASHION

hype  
Founded in 1980, Hype 

has been turning heads in 
Dunedin for over 30 years. 

Hype is an independent 
high-end fashion and 
lifestyle store selling 

superior quality New Zealand 
and Australian designers. 

For beautiful designs, 
timeless elegance, and fun 

pieces come to Hype. 

328 george street
@hypedunedin

slick willy’s
Slick Willy’s is a Dunedin 
institution. They opened 

in the 80s with a wide 
selection of men’s and 
women’s clothing, and 

have served generations of 
the stylish in Otago. Slick 

Willy’s has a huge range of 
international and national 

brands with over 50 labels 
represented, there is so much 

in one store, from formal 
dresses to basic tees.  

323a george street
@slickwillys33

https://hypedunedin.co.nz/
https://www.slickwillys.co.nz/


wander 
and sons
A collection of creative, 
lifestyle brands in fashion, 
homewares, and wellness 
goods, with a focus on 
natural ingredients, natural 
fibres, sustainability, and 
fairtrade practices. 
The independent design and 
craftsmanship will inspire you.

6 esplanade
@wanderandsons

chapman
Chapman is a high-end 
retail store bringing you 
quality streetwear and 
lifestyle brands for all your 
favourite clothes, shoes, 
jewellery, skincare, and 
perfume. Chapman produce 
their own quality knitwear 
brand made right here in 
Dunedin using a range of 
yarn including cotton, merino, 
cashmere and angora. 

325 george street 
@chapman_store

FASHION
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FASHION

belle bird 
boutique

Belle Bird Boutique is a 
Dunedin shopping favourite! 

Housing a select range of 
designer clothing, footwear, 

jewellery, perfume, cosmetics, 
eyewear, and homewares.

Brands include; Kate Sylvester, 
Deadly Ponies, Meadowlark, 

Idae, Mina, Karen Walker, 
and much more.

327 george st 
@bellebirdboutique

guild
GUILD is your go-to for 

locally designed fashion, 
jewellery, homewares, and 

gifts. GUILD is a not-for-
profit and 90% of sales 
go directly back to the 

local maker; the store is 
staffed by the designers. 

By purchasing from GUILD, 
you are not only buying 

something beautiful, you are 
supporting Dunedin and its 

creative community.

145 stuart st
@guilddunedin35
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otago 
museum 
shop 
Otago Museum shop has a gift 
for everyone. The Shop sells 
the products of many local 
designers, makers, and artists, 
online and in-store.

Buy your Fashion FWD >> 
Disruption through Design 
catalogue, and augmented 
reality totes and t-shirts here.

419 great king street
shop.otagomuseum.nz  
@otagomuseumshop

white by design
Nestled in the heart of 
Dunedin’s ‘Edinburgh Way’, 
this beautiful Boutique 
showcases superb fashion 
labels including Sills, 
Briarwood, Wilson Trollope, 
Loobies Story, D’Elle, 
Scotch and Soda, Suture, 
Factor and many more.  
Enjoy Winter ‘21 collections 
in-store now.

334 george street 
@white_by_design

FASHION
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other 
events 
in dunedin

Our Footsteps are all Entrances – Fringe Festival // 
Poetry & Music // Saturday 27 March

Duo – Fringe Festival // Dance // 
Saturday 27 March & Sunday 28 March

Yesterday // Musical Theatre // Sunday 28 March 

NZ String Quartet // Classical Music // Saturday 10 April

The F Word // Musical Theatre // Saturday 10 April 

Found in Translation // Music & Stories // Thursday 15 April

Emily Writes’ Rants in the Dark // Theatre // Saturday 17 April

The Arboreal Aerialist // Aerial Dance // Tuesday 20 April 
& Wednesday 21 April
Crossing Genres – Dunedin Writers & Readers Festival // 
Writer’s Talk // Friday 7 May

The Language of Flowers – Dunedin Writers & 
Readers Festival // Expert Talk // Saturday 8 May

Bravo Amici // Opera // Wednesday 26 May

Giselle // Ballet // Wednesday 9 June 

The Firebird // Ballet // Saturday 21 August 

Dine Dunedin // Food Festival // Friday 6 – Sunday 22 August 

EVENTS
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• Fashion Friday insiders talk, late night exhibition access,
and fashion film screening

• Two nights’ accommodation at the Ebb-Dunedin (Friday and
Saturday night). Mercedes return airport transfers

• Edwardian High Tea at Olveston House
• Three course dinner at Bacchus Wine Bar and Restaurant
• Fashion FWD >> cocktail at Mr Fox Lounge and Tapas Bar

23 – 25 April >> Sunday brunch at Ebb-Dunedin hosted by 
Margarita Robertson of NOM*d and exclusive shopping at Plume. 
7 – 8 May >> Exclusive shopping and styling from Sara Munro 
at Company of Strangers. 

$758 p/p in a classic room (not including flights, inclusive of GST).
Please note each package is based on two people traveling together.

fashion FWD >> weekend package

fashion FWD >> local’s package

• Fashion Friday insiders talk, late night exhibition access,
and fashion film screening

• Edwardian High Tea at Olveston House
• Three course dinner at Bacchus Wine Bar and Restaurant
• Fashion FWD >> cocktail at Mr Fox Lounge and Tapas Bar

23 – 25 April >> Sunday brunch at Ebb-Dunedin hosted by 
Margarita Robertson of NOM*d and exclusive shopping at Plume. 
7 – 8 May >> Exclusive shopping and styling from Sara Munro 
at Company of Strangers. 

From $378 p/p (inclusive of GST).

Bespoke itineraries can be created.

Hannagan and Greive Travel Associates >> Alex Hannagan
107 Lower Stuart Street >> 0800 832 863
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At Unconditional Skincare Co. we believe that your skin is enough. 
Powered by BLIS Q24 ®, our Live Probiotic Hydration Serum works with  

your skin, exactly as it is, to restore the health of your microbiome.

Call a ceasefire 
with expectations

un
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om

Skin peace for all

https://unconditionalskin.com/



